This paper describes a novel AI technique, called plausibility networks, that allows for leaming to filter natural language phrases according t o predefined classes under noisy conditions. W e describe the automatic knowledge acquisition for representing the words of natural language phrases using significance vectors and the leaming of filtering of phrases according to ten different domain classes. W e particularly focus on examining the filtering performance under noisy conditions, that is the degradation of these filtering techniques for incomplete phrases with unknown words. Furthermore, we show that this technique already scales up for a few thousand real-world phrases, that it compares favorably to some classification techniques from information retrieval, and that it can deal with unknown words as they might occur based on incomplete lexicons or speech recognizers.
1 Introduction: The importance of learning robust language filtering from an application context So far there have been relatively few natural language systems that have been used in real practice compared to the number of developed natural language models and prototypes. Two of the most important general problems with current applications in natural language processing are the issues of scaling up and robustness. First, many clever natural language prototypes have demonstrated clear abilities in their restricted domains but do not tackle the problem of scaling up vertically or horizontally. By horizontal scaling we mean the transfer of knowledge from one domain area to a new one, by vertical scaling we mean the extension for dealing with hundreds, thousands, or even millions of words, phrases, or sentences. In both, vertical and horizontal scaling, manual knowledge acquisition has been a major factor restricting 1043-0989/94 $03.00 0 1994 IEEE the prototypes from scaling up quickly. One promising approach to tackle this problem is to incorporate learning capabilities and automatic knowledge acquisition directly into the natural language systems. Without such techniques it seems unlikely that natural language systems can be scaled up easily.
Second, besides the pressing need for scaling up and learning, there is a second evenly important problem of processing incomplete natural language. Even if the domain is restricted the potential number of text or speech utterances which do not follow the assumed natural language constructions is usually large. The violation of syntactic, semantic, or even pragmatic regularities in natural language is the norm and therefore should receive a primary place in processing natural language. Furthermore, dealing with unknown words is an important general requirement for natural language systems since either knowledge sources may not be complete (e.g., lexicons) or may not be able to analyze a word (e.g., speech recognizers). In this paper we concentrate on learning the semantic filtering of natural language phrases under noisy incomplete conditions and we particularly focus on learning a semantic classification of complete and incomplete phrases. We will describe the training and testing of a substantial number of phrases taken from a real-world library corpus zind we examine to what extent the network can deal with gradually increasing noise in the form of unknown words. Finally, we will relate our approach to previous natural language techniques for dealing with ill-formed incomplete input and t o potential benefits for building speech language systems.
Learning natural phrases in plausibility networks
In this paper we address the issues of scaling up and robust processing in natural language syatems by incorporating automatic knowledge acquisition and fault-tolerant training directly into plausi-bility networks. Plausibility networks are part of the overall framework SCAN, a Symbolic Connectionist Approach to learning structural, semantic, and contextual interpretations of Natural language [9] [lo]. Here we concentrate on learning semantic class assignments as an example for integrating techniques of automatic knowledge acquisition and fault-tolerant training into natural language systems.
Automatic knowledge acquisition as the basis for scaling up
In order to deal with the problem of scaling up we first had to choose an area which contained a whole variety of real-world natural language constructions from different domains. Furthermore, this area should enable us to clearly evaluate the performance. We chose the task of filtering natural language titles from a university library classification since this classification contains many thousand German and English titles as natural language phrases and since the predefined association of each title with a certain semantic class allows for a clear performance evaluation. The semantic classes (domains) were theology/religion TR, history/politics HP, law LA, mathematics MA, chemistry CHI computer science CS, electrical engineering EE, materials/geology MG, art/architecture AA, and music MU.
Each word in a phrase was represented with an automatically acquired 10-element significance vector which is part of the incremental input to plausibility networks (see figure 1) . Each element in the significance vector of a word represented the normalized frequency of this particular word across the ten semantic classes of the library corpus. This word representation may be less detailed than a manually encoded semantic feature vector specifically designed for each word, but significance vectors have the advantages of automatic acquisition and primary encoding of class significances for words. Furthermore, our word representations reflect more directly the significance of certain words for certain classes: domain-independent words like "in" or "and" show relatively low significance values across all classes while domain-dependent words like "theorem" are mainly significant for mathematics and partially for computer science but not for arts and religion.
After the word representation had been acquired automatically, the main task of filtering phrases according to their semantic classes had to be learned. Simple recurrent networks have been shown to be powerful methods for processing 3-word sequences from a small artificial corpus [2] . Based on simple recurrent which use supervised learning [5] for generalizing regularities from single instances and which contain simple feedforward models and simple recurrent networks as special cases [lo] . Plausibility networks can consist of an arbitrary number of hidden layers and an arbitrary number of recurrent connections (context layers CL) which therefore allow to process multiple preceding contexts. Plausibility networks are used for plausible classification tasks and the general version of plausibility networks is shown in figure 1. Each phrase was incrementally presented to a plausibility network: at the input layer each word representation of a phrase was associated with its desired semantic class at the output layer. The input layer contained 10 units for the word representation, the output layer 10 units for the desired semantic classes. In each training step the current activation of the units of the hidden layer was saved in a context layer and recurrently fed into the network for the subsequent word/class association. These recurrent connections enabled the network to integrate the preceding context of a word during the learning of the class assignment to a phrase. Furthermore, this training regime allowed the network to learn to make a class assignment as early as possible.
In our experiments we used 2000 English and German phrases from the library corpus. 1000 phrases were used for training and 1000 were reserved for testing new phrases. The phrases of the test set (and their representations) were not part of the training set. Various architectures and parameter settings were tested and a network with 10 units in the hidden layer and a single context layer performed best. After training the plausibility network for 400 cycles using the BPtraining procedure [5] and a learning rate of 0.000001 for 200 epochs and 0.00001 for 200 epochs, the network could assign the correct semantic context class at the end of most phrases. Only 2.4% of the phrases of the training set and 5.5% of the test set had an incorrect final class assignment. These results were taken as a benchmark for our question to what extent this network architecture could deal with noisy incomplete and incorrect phrases.
Fault-tolerant incomplete training for robust processing 20
We will now focus on examining fault-tolerant training in order to examine robust processing. We introduced noise to the network in the form of unknown "empty" words. This represents an important test for the robustness behavior since unknown words can occur because of incomplete lexicons, incomplete prior input analysis as in speech recognizers, etc. Furthermore, unknown words modify the sequential order of semantic preferences in phrases. Unknown words were represented by a significance vector whose units had the value 0. We introduced several degrees of noise in the form of unknown words into our original corpus of 2000 titles. Randomly we replaced 5%, lo%, and 20% of the words of the title phrases before training and testing. The same network architecture with the same learning rate was used in order to allow a clear comparison of the degradation under noisy conditions. A summary of the results on the training phrases and the test phrases is shown in table 1.
As we described above the bottom line for complete phrases is 2.4% error rate on the training phrases and 5.5% on the test phrases. The network can deal with noisy unknown phrases depending on the added noise. Table 1 shows that 5% more noise just lead to 1.5% (3.9% -2.4%) performance loss on the training phrases and 0.9% performance loss on the test phrases. Similarly 10% noise lead to only 4.2% performance loss on the training phrases and only 2% on the test phrases. Finally 20% noise provide just 4.7% and 6.7% less performance. That is, of course unknown words reduce the performance of the network, however, it is important to point out that the degradation of the network is graceful since the performance of the network de- 
Complete examples without noise
First, we show two phrases without unknown words. Since the start of the two phrases ("the" and "introduction to") does not contain words with a significance for a certain class a class is not yet assigned (marked by "-*"). Only after significant words have been found the network can correctly assign the music class MU and the mathematics class MA respectively. While the first two phrases do not contain any noise all the following phrases demonstrate the ability of the network to deal with unknown words. Examples 3 and 4 show two phrases which start with "introduction to" for which the class electrical engineering EE and mathematics MA can only be assigned after significant words for these classes have been seen ("robot" and "probability"). However, there is also one unknown word within each example 3 through 7. The unknown words are illustrated as "---"; the original word is shown in brackets behind the unknown words. In these examples the network assigns the correct class even for noisy phrases with one unknown word. This process is independent from the semantic classes: electrical Examples 8 to 11 show that the recurrent hidden layer of the plausibility network can also bridge two unknown words, even if they occur in a row as in examples 8 and 9. Example 10 shows that the network can also assign multiple classes if the words are significant for different classes. In this case "communicating ---" could in fact start a phrase for electrical engineering EE and computer science CS. Only when more specific knowledge is available ("databases ...") the network votes for a computer science class alone. Example 11 illustrates that initial unknown words can be dealt with ("-*") as long as some class-specific knowledge about the class history/politics HP is available later.
Examples with triple unknown words and examples for mistakes
Examples 12 and 13 show that the plausibility network can even deal with three unknown words in a row and assign the desired classes computer science CS and music MU. Examples 14 and 15 show a similar behavior for two German phrases. Finally, we also show examples 15 and 16 that illustrate two of the remaining mistakes. In example 15, the subphrase "Die Polizei" (the police) is assigned to the law LA class although the given library classification assigned it to the history/politics HP class. Since this incomplete phrase does not contain further significant knowledge the network stays with this class assignment. However, we should note, that -although this example is counted as a mistake with respect to the library classification -this title might in fact be part of a law class.
Finally, the last example shows another final mistake based on the underspecified contents of the word "engineering". Using only this initial word followed by three unknown words the network can not assign a particular class, since engineering occurs across many different classes (e.g. electrical engineering EE, mathematics MA, computer science CS, materials/geology MG ...). Since this is the only specific knowledge for the network, it is not possible to assign a certain class, although the complete title "engineering composite materials" could be assigned to the MG class by the plausibility network. There are several approaches for natural language processing which address the issues of scaling up and robustness. First, approaches from information re-trieval compute superficial representations for matching queries and documents, that is, text filtering or classification according to the desired response for a query (e.g., [SI). Information retrieval approaches like boolean keyword techniques or statistical weighting techniques have the potential of being fast, easy to compute, and robust but rely crucially on larger documents rather than phrases. In many classification techniques from information retrieval, single terms are combined, for instance with boolean operators or statistical measures. However, usually the sequential order in phrases is not taken into account and single phrases like "computer century'' and "century computer" are interpreted equally for retrieval. One main reason why this can be done in information retrieval is the larger size of documents for Classification. However, for classifying phrases there is much less context than in documents so that the sequential order should be exploited for finding the class of a phrase. Techniques from information retrieval like average vector weighting and average vector weighting after the elimination of stop word lists do not consider sequentiality and the results for these techniques are independent of the order of the words. Average vector weighting and average vector weighting after stop word elimination were tested on our test set and showed just 49. 4% and 72% of correct class assignments compared to the 94.5% of the plausibility networks. These examinations suggest that information retrieval techniqueswhile fast, robust,, and scalable for document filtering -cannot directly be used for phrase filtering.
Second, approaches of symbolic semantic analyzing emphasized the predictive semantics of a language segment and therefore relaxed constraints on the required order of grammatical constituents. These approaches tackled the classification of complete stories based on sketchy scripts [l], pattern rules [3], and conceptual analyzing [4] . For instance, a system CONSTRUE is described in [3] which focused on the classification of stories into specified classes based on handcoded patterns. A pattern contained weighted words and phrases that could occur in the stories. A pattern match was suggested by probable and possible patterns of a story. Furthermore detailed patterns could then decide about the more specific class. In general, this approach worked well, but relied a lot on manual encoding of patterns. For instance, the knowledge engineering effort for a redevelopment of a story classification system CONSTRUE [3] has been estimated as 8 person months. Our described filtering techniques would need much less knowledge engineering due to the automatically generated word representations and the learning plausibility networks. In summary, techniques from information retrieval and symbolic semantic analyzing as outlined above have a potential for scaling up and robustness due to their broad and weak techniques. However, techniques from information retrieval crucially rely on larger text documents for classification and techniques from symbolic semantic analyzing often use manually-encoded representations rather than automatically acquired or learned representations.
Furthermore, our techniques and experiments provide a test for integrating robustness and learning capabilities directly in bigger architectures for speech and language (e.g., [ll] [7] [SI). Current speakerindependent continuous speech recognizers are still unreliable due to the complexity of the mapping from the signal to a sequence of words. For instance, different speeds, dialects, accents, moods, word use, grammatical competence, use of prosody etc. influence this mapping. Therefore, in many cases speech recognizers produce word hypotheses together with their confidence values but many confidence values are under a certain threshold of reliability. In these cases of uncertain incomplete hypotheses of word sequences a further semantic or contextual analysis has to deal with unknown words. Since connectionist plausibility networks have been shown to be able to process phrases with unknown words in an incremental fault-tolerant manner, they have the potential for dealing with uncertain or unknown speech input.
